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Alfred Russel Wallace 
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“Natural selection could only have endowed savage 

man with a brain a few degrees superior to that of an 

ape, whereas he actually possesses one very little 

inferior to that of a philosopher ... It seems as if the 

organ had been prepared in anticipation of the 

future progress in man, since it contains latent 

capacities which are useless to him in his earlier 

condition.” 
 

      Alfred Russel Wallace 
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"The same line of argument may be used in connection 

with the structural and mental organs of human 

speech, since that faculty can hardly have been 

physically useful to the lowest class of savages; and, if 

not, the delicate arrangement of nerves and muscles for 

its production could not have been developed and 

coordinated by natural selection.  This view is supported 

by the fact that, among the lowest savages with the least 

copious vocabularies, the capacity of uttering a variety 

of distinct articulate sounds, and of applying them to an 

almost infinite amount of modulation and inflection, is 

not in any way inferior to that of the higher races.  An 

instrument has been developed in advance of the needs 

of its possessor."  
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“…  Compare this with the savage 

languages, which contain no words for 

abstract conceptions; the utter want of 

foresight of the savage man beyond his 

simplest necessities; his inability to combine, 

or to compare, or to reason on any general 

subject that does not immediately appeal to 

his senses.” 
     Alfred Russel Wallace 

 



“I grieve to differ from you, and it 

actually terrifies me and makes me 

constantly distrust myself.  I feel we 

shall never quite understand each 

other.” 

      Charles Darwin 
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"When it comes to linguistic form, 

Plato walks with the Macedonian 

shepherd, Confucius with the head-

hunting savage of Assam.“ 

 
Edward Sapir  1921:219. 



Consonant systems of  

Kabardian & Hawaiian  
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Xhosa consonant system: 48 common consonants plus 

18 clicks.  The language has over 7 million speakers, 

including Nelson Mandela.   
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“A summary of the surprising facts will include at 

least the following: Pirahã is the only language 

known without numbers, numerals, or a concept  

of counting. ... It is the only language known 

without color terms.  It is the only language known 

without embedding [putting one phrase inside 

another of the same type  ...]  It has the simplest 

pronoun inventory known, and evidence suggests 

that its entire pronominal inventory may have been 

borrowed.”   

      Everett 2005:622. 
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Chao, Y.R. 1968.  

A Grammar of Spoken Chinese. 

• divides measure words into 9 groups, starting with a 

group of measure words he calls classifiers, Mc. 

• Chao lists 51 Mc’s in his book for Putonghua.  To 

exemplify with animals, the Mc for horse is pi, for dog 

is zhi, for cow is tou, for fish is tiao.  To exemplify with 

furniture, the Mc for door is shan, for chair is ba, for 

bed is zhang, for mirror is mian.    

• there is considerable variation among Chinese 

dialects as well as across individuals.  Instead of 

Putonghua 條 tiao for fish, for instance, the Mc in 

Taiwanese Min is 尾 bue2.  The Mc for tree is 棵 ke in 

Putonghua, po1 in Hong Kong Cantonese, and tsang5 

in Taiwanese Min. 
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“Santa Claus bei2 lei5 go3 coeng1 le1?”   
 

Where is the gun Santa Claus gave me? 

      Timmy [2;08;25] 

  

 
“Here the child appears to use the default classifier go3 

for coeng1 ‘gun’, where adult Cantonese would use a 

more specific classifier such as zi1 or baa2.”    p.187. 
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Yip, Virginia & Stephen Matthews. 2007.  

The Bilingual Child: Early Development  & Language Contact . Cambridge U. Press. 



Class 1 noun: 

Mtu mzuri mmoja yule ameanguka. 

Person good one  that  fell down. 

Watu wazuri wawili wale wameanguka. 

 
Class 4 noun: 
Kikapu kizuri kimoja kile kimeanguka. 

Basket good   one    that  fell down 

Vikapu vizuri viwili vile vimeanguka. 

 

Concord in Swahili   

from H.A.Gleason, Jr. 



  

0- The dog1 chased1 the cat. 

1- The dog1 the horse2 kicked2 chased1 the cat. 

2- The dog1 the horse2 the farmer3 bought3 

 kicked2 chased1 the cat. 

3- The dog1 the horse2 the farmer3 the girl4 

 married4 bought3 kicked2 chased1 the cat. 
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The cat was chased1 by the dog1 that was kicked2 by 

the horse2 that was bought3 by the farmer3 that the girl4 

married4.  

  

 



Peter1, Paul2, and Mary3 are our cook1, 

driver2, and instructor3 respectively.  
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… omdat  ik1 Cecilia2 Henk3 da nijlpaarden  

 zag1 helpen2 voeren3 . 

 

… because I saw Cecilia help Henk feed  

 the hippo. 
 

 

Bach, E. et al. 1986. Crossed and nested dependencies in German and Dutch: 

 A psycholinguistic study. Language and Cognitive Processes 1.249-62. 

 

Cross-serial dependencies 
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Two types of syntactic discontinuity 
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S1           S2             S3            S4                         V4            V3           V2                  V1 

S1         S2             S3       S4                                  V1         V2            V3            V4 



"The universality and the diversity of speech lead to 

a significant inference.  We are forced to believe that 

language is an immensely ancient heritage of the 

human race, whether or not all forms of speech are 

the historical outgrowth of a single pristine form.  It 

is doubtful if any other cultural asset of man, be it the 

art of drilling for fire or of chipping stone, may lay 

claim to a greater age.  I am inclined to believe that it 

antedated even the lowliest developments of 

material culture, that these developments, in fact, 

were not strictly possible until language, the tool of 

significant expression, had itself taken shape."  

              Sapir 1921:23. 
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Monogenesis vs. Polygenesis 
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“Someone was drawing water and my teacher 

placed my hand under the spout.  As the cool stream 

gushed over one hand she spelled into the other the 

word ‘w-a-t-e-r’, first slowly, then rapidly. I stood still, 

my whole attention fixed upon the motions of her 

fingers. Suddenly I felt a misty consciousness as of 

something forgotten–a thrill of returning thought; and 

somehow the mystery of language was revealed to 

me. I knew then that "w-a-t-e-r" meant the wonderful 

cool something that was flowing over my hand. That 

living word awakened my soul, gave it light, hope, joy, 

set it free!”     Helen Keller 1905. 
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"Physiologically, speech is an overlaid 

function, or, to be more precise, a 

group of overlaid functions.  It gets 

what service it can out of organs and 

functions, nervous and muscular, that 

have come into being and are 

maintained for very different ends than 

its own."     Sapir 1921:9. 
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d: hypoglossal – tongue. 
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brain: does prenatal language experience shape 

the neonate neural response to speech?  Frontiers in Psychology Article 222. 

“…The peripheral auditory system is mature by 26 

weeks gestation, and the properties of the womb are 

such that the majority of low-frequency sounds (less 

than 300Hz) are transmitted to the fetal inner ear.  The 

low frequency components of language that are 

transmitted through the uterus include pitch, some 

aspects of rhythm, and some phonetic information ... 

Fetuses respond to and discriminate speech sounds.  

Moreover, newborn infants show a preference for their 

mother's voice at birth ...  Finally, ..., newborn infants 

born to monolingual mothers prefer to listen to their 

native language over an unfamiliar language from a 

different rhythmical class...." 
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We began by referring to an issue which deeply divided the two 

co-discoverers of the theory of evolution: whether human 

language could have arisen by natural selection.  A century 

and half of linguistic research since Darwin’s Origin of Species, 

we now have a much better idea of what human language is like.  

Against the background of their controversy, we briefly surveyed 

the range of variation that can be seen in modern languages, 

both in their phonological systems and morphosyntactic 

systems.  We see that languages are quite diverse in their 

structures, and repeated Sapir’s observation that there is no 

necessary correlation between the complexity of a language and 

the complexity of the culture in which the language is embedded.   
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We further suggested that language emerged polygenetically, 

perhaps as early as 2 million years ago at some sites, that the 

emergence of language may be marked by the all important 

insight of symbolization, and that an important landmark along 

the evolutionary trajectory is the development of segmental 

phonology.  We then briefly discussed the biological foundations 

of speech production and perception, noting that language 

influences can be traced even to fetal life, since the peripheral 

auditory system is mature by 26 weeks gestation.   
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Given the impressive advances recently made in cognitive 

neuroscience, we should explore their potential contributions 

toward deepen our understanding of language acquisition, 

learning, and teaching on the one hand, and language 

disorders, impairment, and loss on the other.  It is hoped that 

research on language within a broad multi-disciplinary framework 

will be not only intellectually exciting, but also of concrete benefit 

within the applied contexts of education and medicine.  
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